Radical simpli cation is an important part of symbolic computation systems. Zippel 7] gave a su cient condition for a nested radical to be expressed in terms of radicals of lower nesting depth. We ll a lacuna in his proof, and show that his su cient condition is also necessary. Previous work by Landau and Miller 4] leads to an algorithm for the problem.
\denesting" of radicals { a term which will be precisely de ned in the next section.
In 1985, Borodin, Fagin, Hopcroft and Tompa 1] gave an e cient algorithm for decreasing the nesting depth of a class of expressions involving square roots. More recently Landau showed how to denest radicals by computing in the splitting eld of the nested radical 3].
Earlier work by Zippel 7] in 1985 gave a simple su cient condition under which a radical could denest. Zippel's theorem omitted a hypothesis. We repair this lacuna, and show that Zippel's su cient condition is also necessary. Finally we observe that previous work by Landau and Miller 4] yields an exponential time algorithm for this technique.
An Algorithm for a Subclass of Nested Radicals
We begin with the de tion of nesting depth. Following 1], a formula over a eld k and its depth of nesting are de ned as follows: (1) an element of k is a formula of depth 0 over k, (2) an arithmetic combination (A B, A B, A/B) of formulas A and B is a formula whose depth over k is max(depth(A), depth(B)), and (3) a root n p A of a formula A is a formula whose depth over k is 1+ depth(A).
We will say the formula A can be denested over the eld k if there is a formula B of lower depth than A such that value(A)=value(B). For any , we de ne the depth of over k to be minimumfdepth(A) j value(A) = g.
When we are given a formula A of value such that A can be denested, we will sometimes instead say that can be denested.
We will be using several classic theorems. Let n be a primitive n th root of unity. Zippel observed that in some cases, information about the associated elds will tell us enough to compute a denesting. The following theorem which omitted, but implicitly assumed, the hypothesis that F is a Galois extension of k, rst appeared in Zippel's paper. 
Any denesting of this form will cause certain behavior of associated elds. We have the following converse to Zippel's theorem. As before, it is easy to generalize the algorithms to work over a general eld k of characteristic 0. We informally describe how to nd the eld F, if it exists.
First The exponential character of the algorithm comes from searching potentially all the sub elds of K( d p ) in order to nd F. We conjecture that there is a faster way to handle the search than the essentially brute force approach we are suggesting here. Despite its exponential character, for of small degree over k, this algorithm is reasonably e cient.
Observe that this method, even if used repeatedly, is not guaranteed to nd a minimal denesting of the radical.
